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John Quincy Adams

2012-09-04

he fought for washington served with lincoln witnessed bunker hill and sounded the clarion against slavery on the eve of the civil war he
negotiated an end to the war of 1812 engineered the annexation of florida and won the supreme court decision that freed the african captives
of the amistad he served his nation as minister to six countries secretary of state senator congressman and president john quincy adams was
all of these things and more in this masterful biography award winning author harlow giles unger reveals quincy adams as a towering figure
in the nation s formative years and one of the most courageous figures in american history which is why he ranked first in john f kennedy s
pulitzer prize winning profiles in courage a magisterial biography and a sweeping panorama of american history from the washington to lincoln
eras unger s john quincy adams follows one of america s most important yet least known figures

John Quincy Adams (Great Neck Biography).

2012-09-04

he fought for washington served with lincoln witnessed bunker hill and sounded the clarion against slavery on the eve of the civil war he
negotiated an end to the war of 1812 engineered the annexation of florida and won the supreme court decision that freed the african captives
of the amistad he served his nation as minister to six countries secretary of state senator congressman and president john quincy adams was
all of these things and more in this masterful biography award winning author harlow giles unger reveals quincy adams as a towering figure
in the nation s formative years and one of the most courageous figures in american history which is why he ranked first in john f kennedy s
pulitzer prize winning profiles in courage a magisterial biography and a sweeping panorama of american history from the washington to lincoln
eras unger s john quincy adams follows one of america s most important yet least known figures

John Quincy Adams

2023-09-21

as a harvard alumnus diplomat u s president member of congress and attorney before the supreme court john quincy adams had a unique
relationship with slavery prickly and curmudgeonly he danced with abolitionists but never became one himself however adams did harbor an
intense hatred for the arguments of southern slaveholders and eventually found himself in the center of america s greatest struggle informed
by adams revealing and often tormented musings from his vast diary this sweeping narrative offers a unique and gripping account of john
quincy adams battle with slavery while exploring the many fault lines in american society that led to the civil war included are the dramatic
showdowns in the house of representatives and supreme court as well as adams attempts at outsmarting southern politicians and his
efforts to keep slavery at the forefront of congressional activities
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John Quincy Adams, Reluctant Abolitionist

2009-09-29

from the new york times bestselling author the larger than life story of america s fifth president who transformed a small fragile nation into
a powerful empire in this compelling biography award winning author harlow giles unger reveals the epic story of james monroe 1758 1831
the last of america s founding fathers who transformed a small fragile nation beset by enemies into a powerful empire stretching from sea to
shining sea like david mccullough s john adams and jon meacham s american lion the last founding father is both a superb read and stellar
scholarship action filled history in the grand tradition

The Last Founding Father

2018-01-30

amid the intrigue of the russian court john quincy adams took walks with alexander i spoke up for america and as historian william harlan
hale writes in this short form book scored a diplomatic triumph

The Tsar and John Quincy Adams

1913

stroll through our country s memorable moments from george washington at mount vernon to the days of prohibition from impeachment
hearings to nuclear weapons negotiations and discover the role that alcohol played in all of them with mark will weber s mint juleps with
teddy roosevelt the complete history of presidential drinking as america transformed from fledgling nation to world power one element
remained constant alcohol the eighteenth century saw the father of his country distilling whiskey in his backyard the nineteenth century
witnessed the lavish expenses on wine by the sage of monticello honest abe s inclination toward temperance and the slurred speech of the first
president to be impeached fast forward to the twentieth century and acquaint yourself with woodrow wilson s namesake whisky fdr s
affinity for rum swizzles and ike s bathtub gin what concoctions can be found in the white house today visit the first lady s beehives to find
out in mint juleps with teddy roosevelt you ll learn which founding fathers had distilleries in their backyards the teetotalers versus the car
totalers whose expensive tastes in vintages led to bankruptcy which commanders in chief preferred whiskey to whisky the 4 c s cointreau
claret campari and cocktails the first ladies who heralded the hair of the dog and those who vehemently opposed it the preferred stemware
snifter or stein which presidents and staff members abstained imbibed or overindulged during prohibition recipes through the ages favorites
including the bermuda rum swizzle missouri mule and obama s white house honey ale so grab a cocktail and turn the pages of mint juleps with
teddy roosevelt for a unique and entertaining look into the liquor cabinets and the beer refrigerators of the white house cheers
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Writings of John Quincy Adams

2014-10-20

this book covers the development of the presidential office within the context of constitutional interpretations of presidential power and
socio political and economic developments as well as foreign affairs events from 1789 2015 it provides details on the men who have held the
office and biographies of vice presidents unsuccessful candidates for the office and noteworthy supreme court and other appointees
thehistorical dictionary of the u s presidency contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary
section has over 300 cross referenced entries on the development of the institution of the presidency and details the personalities domestic
and foreign policy governing contexts elections party dynamics and significant events that have shaped the office from the founding to the
present day this book is an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about the u s presidency

Mint Juleps with Teddy Roosevelt

2015-12-14

shines a light on the constitutional issues that confronted and shaped each presidency from george washington to the progressive era
drawing from the monumental the presidents and the constitution a living history published in 2016 the nation s foremost experts in the
american presidency and the us constitution join together to tell the intertwined stories of how the first twenty seven distinctive american
presidents have confronted and shaped the constitution and thus defined the most powerful office in human history from george washington to
william howard taft the presidents and the constitution volume 1 illuminates the evolving american presidency in a unique way through the
lens of the constitution itself arranged chronologically by president the book examines the constitutional issues confronting each president
in the context of the personalities driving historical events the contributors illustrate the extensive powers of the american presidency in
domestic and foreign affairs showing how they have been used by the men who were granted them and brings to light the overarching
constitutional themes that span this country s history and tie each presidency to the other branches of government

Historical Dictionary of the U.S. Presidency

2022-09-27

presidential libraries and museums are national monuments dedicated to the memories of men who served as america s commander in chief there
are twenty five soon to be twenty six presidential libraries and museums following an introductory overview of presidential libraries and
museums and their history comprehensive entries of each site are arranged from george washington to george w bush with information included
about the current plans for barack obama s library each entry contains information on location and history endowments opening hours
number of visitors and other facts collections and permanent exhibits this first reference guide to all twenty five libraries and museums is a
ready reference providing readers with quick and reliable information
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The Presidents and the Constitution, Volume One

2018-01-23

this innovative encyclopedia explores the life and times of america s forty five presidents from the first administration to that of donald
trump forty five men have served as president of the united states since george washington swore the oath of office in 1789 in new york city
some have proved exceptional leaders and others have not some have faced serious crises both foreign and domestic franklin roosevelt was
elected to four terms leading the country through a major economic depression and a world war while one held the office for only a single
month each however played a key role in the evolution of united states history each of their histories therefore remains a critical civics
lesson to consider this four volume encyclopedia provides an expansive analysis of the life and times of each united states president in
chronological order from george washington to donald trump each chapter includes a timeline a biographical sketch a historical overview
and an analytical essay concerning the president and his presidency each also includes a substantial selection of related primary documents
presenting important presidential speeches and correspondence a suggested reading list for further study of each president rounds out each
entry

Presidential Libraries and Museums

2019-10-07

new york times bestseller new york times bestselling author of accidental presidents explores what happens after the most powerful job in
the world president of the united states former presidents have an unusual place in american life king george iii believed that george washington
s departure after two terms made him the greatest character of the age but alexander hamilton worried former presidents might wander among
the people like ghosts they were both right life after power tells the stories of seven former presidents from the founding to today each
changed history each offered lessons about how to decide what to do in the next chapter of life thomas jefferson was the first former
president to accomplish great things after the white house shaping public debates and founding the university of virginia an accomplishment he
included on his tombstone unlike his presidency john quincy adams served in congress and became a leading abolitionist passing the torch to
abraham lincoln grover cleveland was the only president in american history to serve a nonconsecutive term william howard taft became
chief justice of the supreme court herbert hoover shaped the modern conservative movement led relief efforts after world war ii reorganized
the executive branch and reconciled john f kennedy and richard nixon jimmy carter had the longest post presidency in american history advancing
humanitarian causes human rights and peace george w bush made a clean break from politics bringing back george washington s precedent and
reminding the public that the institution of the presidency is bigger than any person jared cohen explores the untold stories in the final
chapters of these presidents lives offering a gripping and illuminating account of how they went from president of the united states one day
to ordinary citizens the next he tells how they handled very human problems of ego finances and questions about their legacy and mortality
he shows how these men made history after they left the white house
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Presidents and Presidencies in American History [4 volumes]

2024-02-13

an intersectional history of the shared struggle for african american and latinx civil rights spanning more than two hundred years an african
american and latinx history of the united states is a revolutionary politically charged narrative history arguing that the global south
was crucial to the development of america as we know it scholar and activist paul ortiz challenges the notion of westward progress as
exalted by widely taught formulations like manifest destiny and jacksonian democracy and shows how placing african american latinx and
indigenous voices unapologetically front and center transforms us history into one of the working class organizing against imperialism
drawing on rich narratives and primary source documents ortiz links racial segregation in the southwest and the rise and violent fall of a
powerful tradition of mexican labor organizing in the twentieth century to may 1 2006 known as international workers day when migrant
laborers chicana os afrocubanos and immigrants from every continent on earth united in resistance on the first day without immigrants as
african american civil rights activists fought jim crow laws and mexican labor organizers warred against the suffocating grip of capitalism
black and spanish language newspapers abolitionists and latin american revolutionaries coalesced around movements built between people
from the united states and people from central america and the caribbean in stark contrast to the resurgence of america first rhetoric black
and latinx intellectuals and organizers today have historically urged the united states to build bridges of solidarity with the nations of
the americas incisive and timely this bottom up history told from the interconnected vantage points of latinx and african americans reveals
the radically different ways that people of the diaspora have addressed issues still plaguing the united states today and it offers a way
forward in the continued struggle for universal civil rights 2018 winner of the pen oakland josephine miles literary award

Life After Power

2018-01-30

every president has had some experience as a parent of the 43 men who have served in the nation s highest office 38 have fathered biological
children and the other five adopted children each president s parenting style reveals much about his beliefs as well as his psychological make
up james garfield enjoyed jumping on the bed with his kids fdr s children on the other hand had to make appointments to talk to him in a lively
narrative based on research in archives around the country kendall shows presidential character in action readers will learn which type of
parent might be best suited to leading the american people and finally how the fathering experiences of our presidents have forever changed the
course of american history

An African American and Latinx History of the United States

2016-05-10

although many associate franklin d roosevelt with the inauguration of the robust dominant american presidency the roots of his executive
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leadership style go much deeper examining the presidencies of john quincy adams ulysses s grant and william howard taft stephen rockwell
traces emerging connections between presidential action and a robust state over the course of the nineteenth century and the progressive era
by analyzing these three undervalued presidents savvy deployment of state authority and their use of administrative leadership legislative
initiatives direct executive action and public communication rockwell makes a compelling case that the nineteenth century presidency was
significantly more developed and interventionist than previously thought as he shows for a significant number of policy arenas the actions of
adams grant and taft touched the lives of millions of americans and laid the foundations of what would become the american century

First Dads

1863

the president is arguably the most recognized and powerful individual in the united states this reference work explores the american presidency
in relation to issues of race concerning the african american community this work provides a contemporary and refreshing examination of the
american presidency through the prism of race and race relations in america revealing a long and complicated relationship between the u s
presidency and the african american community the book evaluates each of the forty five american presidents policies cabinet appointments and
handling of race matters in the united states following an extensive timeline chronological chapters take an incisive look at each american
president s life and career as well as the policies enacted during his presidency that affected the african american community the presidents
personal writings memoirs autobiographies and biographies frame their views on the issue of race and how they dealt with it before during and
after their presidency

Report

2023-10-12

this set provides insight into the lives of ordinary americans free and enslaved in farms and cities in the north and the south who lived during
the years of 1815 to 1860 throughout the antebellum era resonated the theme of change migration urban growth the economy and the
growing divide between north and south all led to great changes to which americans had to respond by gathering the important aspects of
antebellum americans lives into an encyclopedia the world of antebellum america provides readers with the opportunity to understand how
people across america lived and worked what politics meant to them and how they shaped or were shaped by economics entries on simple topics
such as bread and biscuits explore workers need for calories the role of agriculture and gendered divisions of labor while entries on more
complex topics such as aging and death disclose americans feelings about life itself collectively the entries pull the reader into the lives of
ordinary americans while section introductions tie together the entries and provide an overarching narrative that primes readers to
understand key concepts about antebellum america before delving into americans lives in detail
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The Presidency and the American State

1863

shines new light on america s brilliant constitutional and presidential history from george washington to barack obama in this sweepingly
ambitious volume the nation s foremost experts on the american presidency and the u s constitution join together to tell the intertwined
stories of how each american president has confronted and shaped the constitution each occupant of the office the first president to the
forty fourth has contributed to the story of the constitution through the decisions he made and the actions he took as the nation s chief
executive by examining presidential history through the lens of constitutional conflicts and challenges the presidents and the constitution
offers a fresh perspective on how the constitution has evolved in the hands of individual presidents it delves into key moments in american
history from washington s early battles with congress to the advent of the national security presidency under george w bush and barack
obama to reveal the dramatic historical forces that drove these presidents to action historians and legal experts including richard ellis
gary hart stanley kutler and kenneth starr bring the constitution to life and show how the awesome powers of the american presidency have
been shapes by the men who were granted them the book brings to the fore the overarching constitutional themes that span this country s
history and ties together presidencies in a way never before accomplished

Report of the Adjutant General and Acting Quartermaster General of Iowa

1868

in this lively and compelling biography harlow giles unger reveals the dominant political figure of a generation a fierce fighter in four critical
revolutionary war battles and a courageous survivor of valley forge and a near fatal wound at the battle of trenton james monroe 1751
1831 went on to become america s first fulltime politician dedicating his life to securing america s national and international durability
decorated by george washington for his exploits as a soldier monroe became a congressman a senator u s minister to france and britain
governor of virginia secretary of state secretary of war and finally america s fifth president the country embraced monroe s dreams of empire
and elected him to two terms the second time unanimously mentored by each of america s first four presidents monroe was unquestionably the
best prepared president in our history like david mccullough s john adams and jon meacham s recent book on andrew jackson this new biography
of monroe is both a solid read and stellar scholarship history in the grand tradition

Report of the Adjutant General and Acting Quartermaster General of the State of Iowa

2019-04-18

bestselling author robert morgan explores 100 bible verses that powerfully impacted our leaders during defining moments in american history
and reflects upon what these verses mean for us as a nation today 100 bible verses that made america is a tour through the biblical roots
of american history a powerful exploration of our country s founders leaders and the critical moments that laid the foundation for the
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formation of the usa had there been no bible there would be no america as we know it it is the bible that made america when george washington
was sworn into office as our first president he did not place his hand on the declaration of independence or the constitution of the united
states as important as those documents are instead he swore upon and even kissed the bible to sanctify this important moment the bible
washington knew had ushered american history to this point while not every founding father was a christian each was knowledgeable about
the bible and while none of them was perfect many embraced a deep faith in the unfailing word of god 100 bible verses that made america
contains short devotional style chapters each featuring a bible verse and how it influenced a historical figure engaging stories spanning from
the mayflower to modern day vivid segments that emphasize the bible as the cornerstone of american history journey with robert j morgan as
he shares the bible s role in the defining moments of american history and its impact on the people of our nation reminding us of the beauty of
faith and country and reigniting our passion for both

African Americans and the Presidents

2018-09-20

the creole affair is the story of the most successful slave rebellion in american history and the effects of that rebellion on diplomacy the
domestic slave trade and the definition of slavery itself held against their will aboard the creole a slave ship on its way from richmond to
new orleans in 1841 the rebels seized control of the ship and changed course to the bahamas because the bahamas were subject to british rule
of law the slaves were eventually set free and these american slaves presence on foreign soil sparked one of america s most contentious
diplomatic battles with the uk the nation in control of those remote islands though the rebellion appeared a success the ensuing political
battle between the united states and britain that would lead the rivals to the brink of their third war was just beginning as such the creole
affair is just as importantly a story of diplomacy of two extraordinary non professional diplomats who cleverly resolved the tensions
arising from this historic slave uprising that had they been allowed to escalate had the potential for catastrophe

The World of Antebellum America [2 volumes]

2016-05-10

the 2000 presidential race resulted in the highest profile ballot battle in over a century but it is far from the only american election
determined by a handful of votes and marred by claims of fraud since the founding of the nation violence frequently erupted as the votes were
being counted and more than a few elections produced manifestly unfair results despite america s claim to be the world s greatest democracy
its adherence to the basic tenets of democratic elections the ability to count ballots accurately and fairly even when the stakes are high
has always been shaky a rigged gubernatorial election in new york in 1792 nearly ended in calls for another revolution and an 1899
gubernatorial race even resulted in an assassination though acts of violence have decreased in frequency over the past century fairness and
accuracy in ballot counting nonetheless remains a basic problem in american political life in ballot battles edward foley presents a sweeping
history of election controversies in the united states tracing how their evolution generated legal precedents that ultimately transformed
how we determine who wins and who loses while weaving a narrative spanning over two centuries foley repeatedly returns to an originating
event because the founding fathers despised parties and never envisioned the emergence of a party system they wrote a constitution that did
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not provide clear solutions for high stakes and highly contested elections in which two parties could pool resources against one another
moreover in the american political system that actually developed politicians are beholden to the parties which they represent and elected
officials have typically had an outsized say in determining the outcomes of extremely close elections that involve recounts this underlying
structural problem more than anything else explains why intense ballot battles that leave one side feeling aggrieved will continue to occur
for the foreseeable future american democracy has improved dramatically over the last two centuries but the same cannot be said for the
ways in which we determine who wins the very close races from the founding until today there has been little progress toward fixing the
problem indeed supporters of john jay in 1792 and opponents of lyndon johnson in the 1948 texas senate race would find it easy to
commiserate with al gore after the 2000 election ballot battles is not only the first full chronicle of contested elections in the us it also
provides a powerful explanation of why the american election system has been and remains so ineffective at deciding the tightest races in a
way that all sides will agree is fair

The Presidents and the Constitution

2010-10

the evolution of the united states from a late 18th century coalition of rebel british colonies to a 21st century global superpower was
shaped by several forces as the nation expanded its boundaries after the treaty of paris confirmed independence from great britain in 1783 it
acquired a rich variety of resources coal fertile soils forests iron ore oil precious metals space and varied climates as well as extensive
tracts of territory technological innovations such as the cotton gin and steam power enabled entrepreneurs to exploit those resources and
create wealth federal and state legislators provided environments in which the economy could flourish and military strategists kept the
country safe from external attack diplomats negotiated commercial agreements with foreign governments and cultivated multinational
alliances that strengthened freedoms through its focus on the people and places that shaped the country s economic and political
development and its detailed accounts of the processes that enabled the u s to expand across the continent historical dictionary of the
united states contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has more than 400 cross
referenced entries on important personalities as well as aspects of the country s politics economy foreign relations religion and culture this
book is an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about the united states

The Last Founding Father

2020-02-04

a patriot by birth john quincy adams s destiny was foreordained he was not only the greatest traveler of his age but his country s most
gifted linguist and most experienced diplomat john quincy s world encompassed the american revolution the war of 1812 and the early and
late napoleonic age as his diplomat father s adolescent clerk and secretary he met everyone who was anyone in europe including america s
own luminaries and founding fathers franklin and jefferson all this made coming back to america a great challenge but though he was
determined to make his own career he was soon embarked at washington s appointment on his phenomenal work abroad as well as on a deeply
troubled though loving and enduring marriage but through all the emotional turmoil he dedicated his life to serving his country at 50 he
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returned to america to serve as secretary of state to president monroe he was inaugurated president in 1824 after which he served as a
stirring defender of the slaves of the amistad rebellion and as a member of the house of representatives from 1831 until his death in 1848 in
the remarkable education of john quincy adams phyllis lee levin provides the deeply researched and beautifully written definitive biography of
one of the most fascinating and towering early americans

100 Bible Verses That Made America

2014-08-14

when people are routinely and systematically oppressed for years it is only logical that they eventually rise up against their oppressors
for african slaves in north america these rebellions were largely unsuccessful nevertheless the anger and uprisings that came from people who
wanted their freedom and were willing to fight for it are important parts of the story of the fight to end slavery readers get a deeper
understanding of crucial slave rebellions throughout history through thoroughly researched text primary sources and topical photographs

The Creole Affair

2024-06-26

james fenimore cooper 1789 1851 was america s first novelist celebrated for his masterpiece the last of the mohicans over a prolific career
he created a national mythology that endures to this day according to daniel webster we may read the nation s history in his life yet cooper
was also a provocative figure ultimately disillusioned with american democracy he spent his boyhood in the wilds of the frontier served as a
merchant sailor and naval officer traveled the courts of europe in an age of upheaval and returned home to scandal and controversy he
conquered the literary world only to fall victim to his own fame in the first popular biography of cooper in a generation historian nick
louras brings the man and his age vividly to life

Ballot Battles

2022-08-23

this work examines expressions of personal hostility and animosity toward presidents even beloved ones throughout american history and
their impact on policymaking politics and culture people involved or simply interested in politics often ask whether today s political
environment is more toxic than ever before hatred of america s presidents personal attacks on the white house from washington to trump
presents an impartial and authoritative history of invective toward the white house so readers can determine the answer for themselves the
book focuses on the most representative and commonplace attacks of a vitriolic and personal nature detailing who instigated and trafficked
in the attacks and how presidents administrations and political parties defended themselves it also illustrates how honest disagreements
about policy such as fdr s new deal ronald reagan s central america policies george w bush s invasion of iraq and barack obama s affordable
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care act fueled expressions of hatred and condemnation finally the book includes perspectives from both the right and the left on the
legitimacy of these attacks and the victims defenses as well as their impact on american politics and policy

Historical Dictionary of the United States

2015-01-06

the disputed election of 1824 was one of the most important presidential elections in american history after an indecisive electoral college
vote the house of representatives selected john quincy adams as president over the more popular war hero andrew jackson as a result john c
calhoun ended up serving as vice president under adams neither man was comfortable in this situation as they were political rivals who held
philosophically divergent views of american constitutional governance the emerging personal and philosophical dispute between president
adams and vice president calhoun eventually prompted the two men and adams s political supporters to take up their pens using the
pseudonyms patrick henry and onslow in a public debate over the nature of power and liberty in a constitutional republic the great debate
thus arrayed calhoun s jeffersonian republican vision of constitutionally restrained power and local autonomy against adams s neo
federalist republican vision which called for the positive use of inherent power a view that would become increasingly compelling to future
generations of americans in the course of this exchange some of the most salient issues within american politics and liberty are debated
including the nature of political order democracy and the diffusion of political power the level of erudition and insight is remarkable the
patrick henry onslow debate deserves a wider popular and scholarly audience

The Remarkable Education of John Quincy Adams

2017-12-15

a fresh new perspective that will be a true revolution to readers and will open new lines of discussion on the importance of the city of new
orleans for generations to come dr michael white jazz clarinetist composer and keller endowed chair at xavier university of la an untold
authentic counter narrative blues history and the first written by an african american blues artist all prior histories on the blues have
alleged it originated on plantations in the mississippi delta not true says author chris thomas king in the blues king present facts to disprove
such myths this book is the first to argue the blues began as a cosmopolitan art form not a rural one as early as 1900 the sound of the
blues was ubiquitous in new orleans the mississippi delta meanwhile was an unpopulated sportsman s paradise the frontier was still in the
process of being cleared and drained for cultivation expecting these findings to be controversial in some circles king has buttressed his
conclusions with primary sources and years of extensive research including a sojourn to west africa and interviews with surviving
folklorists and blues researchers from the 1960s folk rediscovery epoch new orleans king states was the only place in the deep south where
the sacred and profane could party together without fear of persecution creating the blues
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Freedom By Force

2016-05-27

the fierce polarization of contemporary politics has encouraged americans to read back into their nation s past a perpetual ideological
struggle between liberals and conservatives however in this timely book david s brown advances an original interpretation that stresses the
critical role of moderate statesmen ideas and alliances in making our political system work beginning with john adams and including such key
figures as abraham lincoln theodore roosevelt henry cabot lodge jr and bill clinton brown charts the vital if uneven progress of centrism
through the centuries moderate opposition to both new england and southern secessionists during the early republic and later resistance to
industrial oligarchy and the modern sunbelt right are part of this persuasion s far reaching legacy time and again moderates operating under a
broad canopy of coalitions have come together to reshape the nation s electoral landscape today s bitter partisanship encourages us to
deny that such a moderate tradition is part of our historical development one dating back to the constitutional convention brown offers a
less polemical and far more compelling assessment of our politics

James Fenimore Cooper

2018-06-15

in his highly praised book faith and the presidency gary scott smith cast a revealing light on the role religion has played in presidential
politics throughout our nation s history offering comprehensive even handed examinations of the role of religion in the lives politics and
policies of eleven presidents now in religion in the oval office smith takes on eleven more of our nation s most interesting and influential chief
executives john adams james madison john quincy adams andrew jackson william mckinley herbert hoover harry truman richard nixon george h w
bush bill clinton and barack obama drawing on a wide range of sources and paying close attention to historical context and america s
shifting social and moral values he examines their religious beliefs commitments affiliations and practices and scrutinizes their relationships
with religious leaders and communities the result is a fascinating account of the ways in which religion has helped shape the course of our
history from john quincy adams treatment of native americans to harry truman s decision to recognize israel to bill clinton s promotion of
religious liberty and welfare reform to barack obama s policies on poverty and gay rights smith shows how strongly our presidents religious
commitments have affected policy from the earliest days of our nation to the present together with faith and the presidency religion in the
oval office provides the most comprehensive examination of the inseparable and intriguing relationship between faith and the american
presidency this book will be invaluable to anyone interested in the presidency and the role of religion in politics

Hatred of America's Presidents

2013-09-26

the old revolutionaries were samuel adams isaac sears thomas young richard henry lee and charels carroll five men who played significant
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roles in the american revolution and who are usually overlooked in history books today of widely varying backgrounds and interests all of
them had thir gratest influence in the years between 1769 and 1776 and all of them saw their power transferred after the war to the men we
know as the founding fathers in telling the stories of these men pauline maier shows how the american revolution was less a collective
movement than a committment to an ideal of a republic which different people interpreted differently and she describes not just why americans
made the revolution but what the revolution did to them

Patrick Henry-Onslow Debate

2021-06-08

editions for 1954 and 1967 by o handlin and others

The Blues

1881

a bite of history a day all year long flawless storytelling expert research and intriguing one page essays make the seven day scholar the
presidents perfect for history buffs the presidents addresses formative moments in the lives of the presidents crucial political decisions little
known facts and insights into the intriguing individuals americans have selected to lead our country each chapter includes seven related
narrative entries one for each day of the week the book explores many fascinating facts and issues about the presidents including did
washington really enjoy dancing why did president jefferson avoid speaking in public why did lincoln crack down on civil liberties why did
eisenhower fight against big defense budgets how responsible was reagan for the end of the cold war as well as covering each president the
book includes chapters on the best and worst writers and speakers most controversial elections scandals most controversial foreign policy
decisions the peacemakers first ladies the best and worst presidents and more entries also include follow up resources where curious readers
can learn more readers can sweep through the book from beginning to end or use it as a reference book periodically exploring topics and
presidents in which they are interested

List of Registered Voters in the City of New York, for the Year 1880

2016-10-25

Moderates

2015-02-27
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Religion in the Oval Office

2001

Biographical History of Montgomery and Adams Counties, Iowa

2013-04-03

The Old Revolutionaries

1974

Harvard Guide to American History

2012-02-07

The Seven-Day Scholar: The Presidents
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